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School of Education

Director: Dr. Marlene Strathe, 1620C Lagomarcino, 294-2336.

Concerning students with apparent or non-visible disabilities:

I would like to hear from anyone who has a documented disability that may affect their full participation in
the course and perhaps require some modification of seating, activities, or other class requirements so that
appropriate accommodations (if possible) may be made.  Please see me after class or make an appointment
to meet with me. Please also contact the Student Disability Resource Office at 515-294-7220 in room 1076,
Student Services Building to coordinate reasonable accommodations for students with documented
disabilities.

Academic misconduct:

You must practice academic honesty in every aspect of this course. Ensure you are familiar with the ISU
Student Information Handbook, especially the section on academic misconduct. Students who engage in
academic misconduct are subject to university disciplinary procedures, as well as consequences with regard
to this course. To view the university's policies regarding students’ rights and responsibilities, go to the Iowa
State University homepage, select Students, then click “Sign-ons, services”, then under “References” click,
Policy Library, then click Academics, then see multiple links under “Students”.

Office Hours:

Making an appointment is advisable as I will often be away from my office working on research and grant
projects, attending meetings, and visiting teachers in schools. Please contact me to set up an appointment
outside the office hours listed below.  I will rarely be in my office on Thursdays and Fridays. I enjoy working
with students and will do my best to make time for you, but ISU is a very high research activity university
and thus the expectations for research and grant productivity are intense. I have provided my office and cell
telephone numbers below. If I do not answer, please leave a message regarding your concern or question, and
how and when I can reach you.  Please call my cell number if you cannot reach me at my office.

Dr. Clough
Office: 1730C Lagomarcino Hall
Office Phone: 515-294-1430
Cell Phone: 515-290-5003
E-mail: mclough@iastate.edu
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CI 419/519 EXPECTATIONS

     1. Science Methods II is scheduled from 5:10 pm to 8:00 pm Monday evenings. As a prospective
professional educator you must report in ADVANCE any difficulty meeting this obligation. 
Failure to do so is perceived as unprofessional and very poor judgement.  Emergencies do occur,
but be certain that your perception of an emergency will be seen as such (I will use the same
criteria that my supervisors used throughout my teaching career). Appropriate compensation for
lost time is expected in all cases, but  does not necessarily excuse the missed time. Consequences
for missed classes are addressed under grading criteria and rubric.

     2. Teaching is a scholarly and professional endeavor.  Thus, preservice students must demonstrate
high academic and professional behaviors.

     3. You will show respect to one another and to the instructor.

     4. You will respect each others right to learn, and my right to teach.

     5. Assignments must be logically structured, thorough, well-written and turned in on time.

     6. Students will complete the assigned readings on time and participate extensively and
constructively in class discussions and activities.

     7. You will need access to a voice recorder throughout the semester.

Substantial commitment to this course is necessary as it is directed at advancing and implementing a research-
based framework for teaching science that provides the foundation for reaching the desired state in science
education. The readings, discussions, activities, research-based framework paper and the oral defense are
designed to have you build a deep and robust understanding of learning and teaching. Although I attempt to
bring in activities and experiences that are enjoyable and worthwhile, learning is often, by its very nature,
hard work. Some individuals believe that if something isn't fun or entertaining, it's not worth doing, but this
attitude is unproductive and damaging for personal and societal well-being. Assiduously wrestling with ideas,
working to understand and clearly express those ideas, seriously considering and learning from feedback, and
then moving forward in a positive and productive manner requires cognitive, emotional and moral fortitude.
Calvin Coolidge is quoted as saying that “Nothing is more common than unsuccessful people with a great
deal of potential.” Remember, the most pleasing things in life are rewarding, but not always fun.

I have never looked upon ease and happiness as ends in themselves -
 this ethical basis I call the ideal of a pigsty.

Albert Einstein

We do this not because it is easy, but because it is hard!

John F. Kennedy



Science Methods II Objectives

Secondary Science Methods II Students Will:

   1. Further develop and articulate a well-informed and compelling position
concerning the purposes of schooling, education and science education.

   2 . Significantly improve the RBF paper and oral defense completed in
Secondary Science Methods I so that they reflect scholarly thinking and
communication.

   3. Accurately and effectively incorporate into your RBF paper research-based
literature regarding effective NOS instruction, content-area reading
strategies (before, during and after strategies), classroom management,
science safety, and summative assessment.

   4. Locate and assess several research-supported statements regarding teaching
and learning, determine their implications for practice, and appropriately
incorporate them into your revised RBF (M.A.T. students).

   5. Provide empirical evidence demonstrating the use of research-based teaching
behaviors and strategies that reflect how students learn and facilitate student
goals consistent with the reform documents in science education.

   6. Accurately and thoroughly self-assess, using both quantitative and
qualitative means, pedagogical decision-making and teaching practices after
a teaching session. Do the same in assessing colleagues’ teaching practices.

   7. Demonstrate professional and positive behaviors that promote learning,
teaching, and science teacher education.

   8. Consistently exhibit a vigorous and altruistic work-ethic.

   9. Create a detailed 10-day lesson plan that reflects all of the above.

 10. Use all of the above to forcefully move your teaching toward the desired
state of science education.



Major Activities and Expectations

1. Research-Based Framework For Teaching Science—Written/ Oral Defense:

Your paper is due Saturday, April 22nd and oral defenses begin as early as Monday, April 24th). Your paper
MUST be double-spaced and word-processed on a computer. All items on the schematic must be thoroughly
addressed, carefully linked, and your claims extensively supported with citations from relevant literature. 
Papers are typically 25 to 35 pages long and must contain more than 40 relevant references in correct APA
format.  In addition to addressing all the components in the decision-making schematic, RBF papers
must include: a scholarly and persuasive rationale for why science should be taught; why you have
chosen to teach science; how you will evaluate your yourself and your science course; and research-
based practices regarding NOS instruction,  content-area reading (before, during and after strategies),
classroom management, science safety, and summative assessment.  Throughout your paper and oral
defense, you must make clear the synergistic links that bring coherence to teacher decision-making. Research
must be extensive!  This RBF paper and oral defense must indicate you have learned a great deal this
semester and significantly build on what was addressed in CI 280M/514, CI 418/518, and CI 347/547.
Finally, both your paper and oral defense must exhibit solid scholarship (solid argumentation, scholarly
writing and speaking, grammatically correct, correct referencing, etc.). You are expected to immediately
begin the process of modifying and adding to the paper you wrote in CI 418/518. This is essential so that your
understanding, paper, and oral defense reflect what is required for effective teaching.

2.  Self-evaluation of Teaching Behaviors:

All students must participate in an associated secondary school teaching experience.  For three teaching
sessions you must turn in thorough quantitative and qualitative assessments of your teaching that provide
audio or video recorded evidence you are: (a) implementing research-based teaching behaviors and strategies
that reflect how students learn and facilitate student goals consistent with the reform documents in science
education; and (b) accurately self-assessing.  You will compare the actual state to the desired state represented
in your research-based framework and make appropriate recommendations that will move your teaching
progressively towards the desired state.  Your self-evaluations are due February 1st, March 1st, and March
29th.. They will be assessed by the quality of your interaction pattern (its congruency with a 3c/4, 6, 11/12
pattern; voice intonation and volume; etc.), the accuracy of your self assessment, and how well you link your
self-evaluation to the research/literature base. Begin audio-recording immediately! At least one, and likely
two, of these recordings and self-assessments will be given to a classmate to assess, and that detailed
assessment will be turned in along with the original student’s recording and self-assessment.

3.  Lesson Plan:

In the same groups as in CI 418/518, you will significantly improve your previously submitted 10 day lesson
plan. This lesson plan must reflect the science education content and pedagogical standards, student goals
consistent with reform documents in science education, and research-based teaching practices. The schematic
provides a framework for this project, but you must also include the following: rationale for unit, objectives
for each portion of the lesson; materials needed; how lessons will begin; examples of specific formative
evaluation procedures; day-by-day schedule of activities; and questions that will be asked to begin instruction,
acknowledge and play off students’ misconceptions, and scaffold to desired ends. Moreover, you must
effectively incorporate research-based practices regarding NOS instruction, content-area reading
(before, during and after strategies), classroom management, science safety, and summative assessment.
You are responsible for asking questions that will clarify the expectations for this project.  The outline used
in CI 418/518 should serve as a guide, but significantly higher standards will be provided and enforced as
the March 21st due date approaches.



4.  Class Participation:

Extensive readings and topics concerning science education will be regularly assigned.  You are expected to
respectfully and enthusiastically contemplate and discuss the ideas addressed in and out of class.  You are also
expected to respectfully consider alternate interpretations knowing that not all opinions carry equal weight. 
Take notes, ask questions, think, consider what others contribute, and behave like a professional teacher.
Because this course is directed at preparing effective science teachers, you must be actively engaged—both
mentally, verbally, and physically—in class discussions and activities. Earning an “A” or “A-” requires
consistent and productive participation without hindering others.

5.  Portfolio:

You should continue collecting artifacts and documentation that demonstrate what you have learned and your
commitment to the teaching profession.  Your portfolio should be self-explanatory, and say much about you.
Ensure that your portfolio truthfully portrays you, your professionalism, energy, and commitment to
teaching.  This portfolio will be invaluable to you when you begin interviewing for positions.  This will be
considered part of your class participation, but its significance lies in its value to you in acquiring a position
and continuing your professional development. This must be available as evidence in your grade defense and
is due at that time.

6.  CI 519 Students:

Beyond the general course expectations, M.A.T. students must:
    (a) participate in the Iowa science fair or other preapproved activity that illustrates your commitment

to science education beyond the required school day.
    (b) Locate and assess at least four high quality research-supported statements regarding teaching and

learning, accurately determine their implications for practice, and distribute these to the instructor
and classmates (Due date March 31st).

    (c) meet higher expectations for their semester-ending RBF paper and oral defense.

Relative Significance of Each Assignment:

Research-Based Framework For Teaching Science:
Oral Defense 25%
Paper 25%

Self-evaluation of Classroom Teaching: 20%
10-day Lesson Plan: 20%
Class participation: 10%



Grade Definitions and Rubric

To earn a C or better in Secondary Science Methods II, students must  thoroughly complete all assignments and
extensively participate in class. Attending all classes is expected. Missing a single class session is as serious as
it would be to ?miss” a day as a teacher.  Depending on the circumstances, those who do not will be asked to drop.
Our society needs excellent teachers with a passion for helping children mature and succeed in a very complex
world. Consider your priorities and if you cannot justify this commitment, then I will respectfully urge you to
choose another profession. At the end of your exit interview you must justify a final grade using the following grade
definitions and rubric, and provide evidence that unequivocally supports that grade. Your final grade for the course
will be determined by how clearly and substantially the evidence you provide aligns with the grade definitions and
rubric standards. All criteria under a particular grade definition must be met to defend that grade. Discrepancies
demand a minus. Exceeding the grade definitions justify a plus.

“A” This individual is an excellent preservice secondary science teacher. This person 1) always refers to student
goals aligned with science education reform documents, 2) skillfully articulates (both orally and in writing) a
thorough, yet concise, research-based framework for teaching science that conveys a robust understanding of
learning, teaching , and synergistic relationships, 3) extensively and accurately self-evaluates classroom practice
thus showing an understanding of the desired state, discrepancies, and recommendations to move progressively
towards the desired state, and (4) clear evidence of 3c/4, 6, 11/12 interaction patterns with students. All assignments
are thorough, show great effort and convey a deep understanding of learning and teaching. This person demonstrates
excellent and thorough lesson planning, a strong command of subject matter, and discusses issues and research in
science education. All of these MUST have been well demonstrated through active participation in class sessions.
This person uses research findings to support statements and exhibits a passion for teaching. This individual is a
formal operational teacher. Compelling evidence must be provided to justify an ?A”.

“B” This individual is a very good preservice secondary science teacher. This person 1) often refers to student
goals aligned with science education reform documents, 2) clearly articulates (both orally and in writing) a thorough
research-based framework for teaching science that indicates an understanding of learning, teaching, and several
important synergistic relationships, 3) accurately self-evaluates classroom practice thus showing an understanding
of the desired state, discrepancies, and recommendations to move progressively towards the desired state, and (4)
emerging evidence of 3c/4, 6, 11/12 interaction patterns with students. All assignments are thorough and convey
a very good understanding of learning and teaching.  This person has a good grasp of subject matter, demonstrates
very good lesson planning, and sometimes discusses issues and research in science education. All of these MUST
have been demonstrated at times in class discussions. This person uses research findings to support most statements,
but misses other appropriate opportunities.  A strong commitment to teaching is always exhibited.  This individual
is in transition between concrete and formal.  The ?B” student, with effort, shows every sign of one day becoming
an ?A” teacher.

“C” This individual is a satisfactory preservice secondary science teacher. This person shows the basic
competencies necessary for secondary science teaching, may be quite successful in some areas, but struggles in
others. This person 1) conveys declarative knowledge of student goals, learning and teaching, 2) has a research-
based framework, but struggles to convey synergistic relationships, 3) self-evaluates classroom practice, but misses
important issues that show an understanding of the desired state, discrepancies, and recommendations to move
progressively towards the desired state, and/or (4) lacks evidence of 3c/4, 6, 11/12 interaction patterns with students.
Special attention during student teaching/first year teaching will likely be required to ensure effective teaching that
matches the desired state. All assignments are turned in, but key connections are either missing or not clear. This
person has a sufficient grasp of subject matter, demonstrates satisfactory lesson planning, but is sometimes cynical
towards education research.  This individual demonstrates a satisfactory commitment to teaching, but is concrete-
operational as a teacher.

“C-” or above students must consistently demonstrate effective communication (i.e. correct grammar,
spelling, punctuation, and verbal communication) required of a secondary teacher. This requirement
supercedes all other grade criteria.



RUBRIC FOR
SCIENCE
METHODS
(Intended to assist in self
assessing the RBF paper,
oral defense, participation
and personal characteristics)

Formal Operational
Teacher

Grade = A

Transitional
Between Concrete

and Formal
Operational

Teacher
Grade = B

Concrete
Operational

Teacher

Grade = C

Research-Based
Framework For
Teaching
Science*

All student goals reflect the
consensus reached in the sci.
ed. community.  Goals are
linked to all aspects of the
schematic, ideas and research
addressed in  the program .
Synergistic understandings are
clearly articulated.  RBF paper
is thorough, yet concise.

Student goals reflect the
consensus reached in the sci.
ed. community.  Goals are
linked to most aspects of the
schematic, ideas and research
addressed in the program.
Synergistic understandings, are
lacking in some areas. RBF
paper is thorough, but not
concise.

Student goals reflect the
consensus reached in the sci.
ed. community. Goals are not
well linked to most aspects of
the schematic, ideas and
research addressed in the
program. Synergistic
understanding is unclear.  RBF
paper is not thorough.

Contributions To
Class Discussions

Constructive comments
contributed most every class
without hindering other
students from speaking.
+ influence on discussion.

Constructive comments
contributed often. Does not
hinder other students & creates
a +  atmosphere for discussion.

Constructive comments
contributed  infrequently.
Comments do not create a
positive atmosphere for
discussion.

Attendance Misses class only in a true
emergency.  Does not arrive
late or leave early.

Misses one or two classes.
Almost never arrives late or
leaves early.

For any reason misses three or
more classes. Sometimes
arrives late or leaves early.

Attitude Positive attitude and always
enthusiastic about teaching. 
Demonstrates a sense of humor
and is always professional.

Positive attitude, cordial, and
usually enthusiasm about
teaching is. Most always
professional.

No general attitude may be
discernable. May exhibit 
cynicism, complaining or
anger. Often professional.

Work-Ethic Always prepared for class.
Constantly working in class.
Takes on unassigned tasks.
Most always vigorous and
altruistic.

Not always prepared for class. 
Not always working in class. 
Rarely takes on unassigned
tasks. Usually  vigorous and
altruistic.

Often not prepared for class
and/or unproductive. Simply
does what is assigned.  Rarely
vigorous and altruistic.

Goals Always remembers goals and
frequently refers to their
interactions.

Has goals but does not always
refer to them and their
interactions.

Has goals but rarely refers to
them and their interactions.

Self-Reflection
And Open To
Criticism

Always accurately critiques
self  and seeks others critique
to improve. Not defensive!

Usually accurately critiques
self.  Usually seeks others
critique.  Rarely defensive. 

Sometimes accurately critiques
self. Sometimes seeks others
critique. Sometimes defensive.

Exit Interview* Clearly and concisely
articulates all aspects of a RBF
for teaching science. Shows
understanding of complex
interactions. Responses and
examples are relevant and to
the point.*

Omits a few aspects of a RBF
for teaching science.
Understanding of complex
interactions is partial or 
unclear. Responses and
examples are sometimes vague
and not to the point

Omits critical aspects of a RBF
Understanding of complex
interactions not often evident.
Responses and examples are
often vague, not to the point,
and portrays shotgun approach.

*RBF Paper and Exit Interview: Cites many specific examples demonstrating a clear picture of the desired state
of science teaching and what the teacher will do in the classroom to make this a reality.  Each student goal reflects
the schematic using extensive evidence showing a robust understanding of the synergy resulting from coordinated
implementation of contemporary learning theories, questioning, wait-time, responding behaviors, learning cycle,
cooperative learning, highly interactive teaching, assessment, etc. Citations demonstrate additional student research.



The Formal Operational Teacher

by

John E. Penick

An Unpublished Paper, 1985

Modified by Michael Clough, 1996 & 2013

In considering a continuum of teaching skills, aptitudes, and knowledge, the teacher at the highest level
of that continuum might well be considered as ?formal operational” in their approach to the
teaching/learning process.  Using this analogy, the teacher at the lower end of the continuum might well
be considered ?concrete operational.”  The formal operational teacher would be contrasted to the more
concrete operational teacher by possessing the following traits:

1. Sees teaching as a dynamic, integrated activity of a multifaceted, multivariate nature.
2. Is primarily proactive rather than reactive.
3. Uses premeditated behaviors (i.e., considers the desired state of teaching, thinks in advance what

would create that state, and then proceeds to do it).
4. Uses high level questions (those that require the creation of novel answers, cause students to

analyze, evaluate, and speculate, and which lead students to a deep and robust understanding of
the subject).

5. Demonstrates a high acceptance of diversity by: a) accepting a broad range of student behaviors,
aptitudes, and attitudes; b) encouraging and accepting diverse student responses; c) acknowledging
and acting on the complex nature of human learning and effective teaching, d) using a broad range
of curriculum materials.

6. Has a well-thought-out rationale for teaching which includes carefully formulated goals and a
well-justified set of decisions and behaviors to promote those goals. These decisions and behaviors
are based the best available knowledge about how people learn, the effects of teachers on students,
and the nature of science.

7. Has self-confidence as evidenced by their research-based framework, articulation of it, extensive
and ongoing self-evaluation, and non-defensiveness.

8. Provides a classroom in which students are doing a significant portion of responding, reacting,
structuring, and soliciting rather than predominantly responding to teacher moves.

9. Shows a high tolerance for risk.
10. Is highly creative in approach.
11. Accepts responsibility for a) necessary changes, b) student and personal welfare and c) providing

an excellent learning environment.
12. Closely connects teaching and learning.
13. Maintains well-managed learning environment and reacts to discipline provoking situations with

a universal ethical orientation that emphasizes the reciprocity and equality of human rights and
respects the dignity of human beings as individuals.  This teacher would not base their actions
solely on authority and maintaining social order, nor on action governed by duty or fixed rules.

14. Is an effective communicator.
15. Provides a learning environment which is warm, caring and humane.



Secondary Science Methods II
Partial Readings List

Spring 2017

Classroom Management in the Science Classroom
Synthesis of Research on Classroom Management

A Teacher’s Role in a Well-Run Classroom

The Art of Applying the Science of Education

An In-Depth Look at Praise, Reward and Punishment

Managing Classroom Groups

Classroom Management

Improving Classroom Management

Ten Recommendations for Effective Classroom Management

Timely Research in Time of Financial Crisis

High School Course Syllabus illustrating high but reasonable classroom expectations

Discipline in the Science Classroom

Safety in the Science Classroom
Liability of Science Educators for Laboratory Safety

NSTA Position Statement, National Science Teachers Association, Alexandria, VA
Liability in the Laboratory

by Purvis, J., Leonard, R. & Boulter, W.
Science & Safety

by Council of State Science Supervisors, American Chemical Society, Eisenhower National Clearinghouse,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and National Institutes of Health

Science Safety Forms
by professor

Flinn Safety Documents - Issues 1(1) to 13(10)
Flinn Scientific, Inc., Batavia, IL, www.flinnsci.com

Assisting Students in Comprehending Readings in Science
Reading: Conveying the Big Picture

Chapter 4 (pp. 20-34) in Topping, D. & McManus, R. (2002). Real Reading, Real Writing: Content-Area
Strategies, Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH.

Making Reading Happen: Before Reading Strategies
Chapter 5 (pp. 35-53) in Topping, D. & McManus, R. (2002). Real Reading, Real Writing: Content-Area
Strategies, Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH. A View of Excellence

Making Reading Happen: During Reading Strategies
Chapter 6 (pp. 54-72) in Topping, D. & McManus, R. (2002). Real Reading, Real Writing: Content-Area
Strategies, Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH.

Making Reading Happen: After Reading Strategies
 Chapter 7 (pp. 73-87) in Topping, D. & McManus, R. (2002). Real Reading, Real Writing: Content-Area
Strategies, Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH.

Summative Assessment in Science
Readings and Examples will be provided

Overcoming Institutional Constraints that Perpetuate Poor Science Teaching
Readings and Examples will be provided

http://www.flinnsci.com


Knowing trees, I understand the meaning of patience.
Knowing grass, I can appreciate persistence.

– Author Unknown

You will make all kinds of mistakes;but
as long as you are generous and true and also FIERCE,
you cannot hurt the world or even seriously distress her.

She was made to be wooed and won by YOUTH.

– Winston Churchill

When we are born we are allocated a finite number of seconds.  Each
tick of the clock slices off a piece of us.

“Tick,” a possibility for joy is gone.
“Tock,” a careless word ends one path and begins another.

– Author Unknown

“Have you ever really had a teacher?
One who saw you as a raw but precious thing,

a jewel that, with wisdom, could be polished to a proud shine?
If you are lucky enough to find your way to such teachers,

you will always find your way back.
Sometimes it is only in your head.

Sometimes it is right alongside [them].”

– Mitch Albom,
   Tuesdays With Morrie



Don’t Quit
When things go wrong as they sometimes will, 
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,

When the funds are low, 
 and the debts are high, 
and you want to smile,
but you have to sigh,

When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest if you must,

 But don’t you quit.
Life is queer with its twists and turns,
As everyone of us sometimes learns,

And many a failure turns about,
When you might have won had you stuck it out;

Don’t give up though the pace seems slow,
You may succeed with another blow.
Success is failure turned inside out,

The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can tell how close you are,

It may be near when it seems so far,
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit,

It’s when things seem worst,
That you must not quit.

– Author Unknown

The sower may mistake and sow his peas crookedly;
the peas make no mistake, but come up and show his line.

– Ralph Waldo Emerson



Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world.

– Nelson Mandela

Anything you fully do is an alone journey.

– Natalie Goldberg

The price of greatness is responsibility.

– Winston Churchill

If we don't model what we teach,
we are teaching something else.

– Author Unknown

Do all the good you can,
by all the means you can,
in all the ways you can,

in all the places that you can,
at all the times you can,

to all the people you can.

– Author Unknown



I won’t be made useless.
I won’t be idle with despair.

– Jewell

In order to discover new lands, one must be
willing to lose sight of the shore for a very long time.

– Author Unknown

People don't dislike change. They dislike being changed.

– Mike Basch

Treat people as if they were
what they ought to be

and you help them to become
what they are capable of being.

– Goethe

If someone is going down the wrong road,
he doesn't need motivation to speed him up.

What he needs is education to turn him around.

– Jim Rohn

The only thing that interferes with my learning
is my education.

– Albert Einstein 



If our kindness
This day is just pretending
If we pretend long enough

Never giving up
It just might be who we are

– Promises to Keep
   Christmas Eve & Other Stories
   Trans Siberian Orchestra

Whatever you do, you need courage.
Whatever course you decide upon, there is always

 someone to tell you that you are wrong.
There are always difficulties arising

that tempt you to believe your critics are right.
To map out a course of action and follow it to an end

 requires some of the same courage  that a soldier needs.
Peace has its victories,

but it takes brave men and women to win them."

 –Ralph Waldo Emerson

The ultimate measure of a [person]
 is not where he [or she] stands

in moments of comfort and convenience,
but where he [or she] stands

 at times of challenge and controversy.

– Martin Luther King, Jr.



Picked up my kid from school today
Did you learn anything cause in the world today

You can't live in a castle far away
Now talk to me, come talk to me

He said,

Dad I'm big but we're smaller than small
In the scheme of things, well we're nothing at all

Still every mother's child sings a lonely song
So play with me, come play with me

And Hey Dad
Here's a riddle for you

Find the Answer
There's a reason for the world

You and I...

I said,

Son for all I've told you
When you get right down to the

Reason for the world...
Who am I?

There are secrets that we still have left to find
There have been mysteries from the beginning of time

There are answers we're not wise enough to see

He said... You looking for a clue? I Love You free...

The batter swings and the summer flies
As I look into my angel's eyes

A song plays on while the moon is hiding over me
Something comes over me

I guess we're big and I guess we're small
If you think about it man you know we got it all

Cause we're all we got on this bouncing ball
And I love you free

I love you freely

Here's a riddle for you
Find the Answer

There's a reason for the world
You and I...

– Five For Fighting



Every job is a self portrait of the person who did it.
Autograph your work with excellence.

– Author Unknown

Anything we can do to help foster the intellectual, spiritual and
emotional growth of our fellow human beings, that is our job.

Those of us who have this particular vision
must continue against all odds.

– Fred Rogers

Our lives begin to end the day we
become silent about things that matter.

– Martin Luther King, Jr.

Do not pray for easy lives!  Pray to be stronger [people].
Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers. 

Pray for powers equal to your tasks.
Then the doing of your work shall be no miracle,

but you shall be a miracle.

– Phillip Brooks

We probably could have saved ourselves,
but we were too damned lazy to try very hard

 ... and too damn cheap.

– Kurt Vonnegut



One evening a Cherokee elder told his grandson about a
battle that goes on inside people.

“My son,” he said, “the battle is
between two wolves inside us all.”

 One is Evil -
It is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed,

arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies,
false pride, superiority, and ego.

The other is Good -
 It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility,
 kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity,

truth, compassion and faith.

The grandson thought about it for a minute.
Then he  asked his grandfather, “Which wolf wins?”

The elder simply replied, “The one you feed.”



All that we are will pass on to our children
—our loves, our hopes, our dreams, our character.
Therefore, let your thoughts be planted in rich soil

and let your actions stand tall in a child’s eyes.
Just as fruit does not fall far from the tree,
children do not stray far from their heroes.

Tentative efforts lead to tentative outcomes.
Therefore, give yourself fully to your endeavors.

Decide to construct your character through excellent actions
and determine to pay the price of a worthy goal.

 The trials you encounter will introduce you to your strengths.
 Remain steadfast

…and one day you will build something that endures;
 something worthy of your potential.

—Epictetus, Roman Teacher and Philosopher, 55-135 A.D.

Today, I will be too calm for worry,
too noble for anger and too strong for defeat.
Today, I will believe anything is possible… 
I will walk through fear without hesitation.

Today, I will stand for something good.
Today, I will make a positive difference.

Wisdom is knowing what path to take…integrity is taking it.



The power to shape the future is earned through persistence.
No other quality is as essential to success.

It is the sandpaper that breaks down all resistance
and sweeps away all obstacles.

 It is the ability to move mountains one grain of sand at a time.

I've missed more than 9,000 shots in my career.
I've lost almost 300 games.

26 times, I've been trusted to take the game-winning shot
…and missed.

 I've failed over and over and over again in my life.
And that is why I succeed.

– Michael Jordan

People never crumble in a day
It's a slow fade, it's a slow fade

– "Slow Fade" by Casting Crowns

Courage doesn’t always roar.
Sometimes courage is the quiet voice

at the end of the day saying,
“I will try again tomorrow”.



We should run though the forests
We should swim in the sea

We should laugh, we should cry
We should love, we should dream

We should stare at the stars and not just at screens
You should hear what I'm saying and know what it means

To sing, sing at the top at your voice
Love, love without fear in your heart

Feel, feel like you still have a choice
If we all light up we can scare away the dark

Well we wish we were happier, thinner and fitter
We wish we weren't liars and losers and quitters

We want something more, not just nasty and bitter
We want something real, not just hashtags and twitter

It's the meaning of life and it's streamed live on YouTube
But I bet gangnam style would still get more views

We're scared of drowning, flying and shooters
But we’re all slowing dying in front of f***ing computers

So, sing, sing at the top at your voice
Love, love without fear in your heart
Feel, feel, like you still have a choice

If we all light up we can scare away the dark

– Passenger



Never Give Up
by the XIVth Dalai Lama

No matter what is going on,
Never give up.

Develop the heart.
Too much energy in your country

is spent developing the mind
instead of the heart.

Develop the heart

Be compassionate.
Not just to your friends,

but to everyone.

Be compassionate.

Work for peace
in your heart and in the world.

Work for peace.

And I say it again,
Never give up.

No matter what is happening.
No matter what is going on around you.

Never give up



One hand reaches out
and pulls a lost soul from harm,

while a thousand more go unspoken for.
They say what good have you done

by saving just this one?
It's like whispering a prayer

in the fury of a storm.

I hear them saying you'll never change things,
and no matter what you do it's still the same thing.

But it's not the world that I am changing.
I do this so this world will know

that it will not change me.

This heart still believes
that love and mercy still exist.

While all the hatred rage and so many say
that love is all but pointless in madness such as this.

It's like trying to stop a fire
with the moisture from a kiss.

I hear them saying you'll never change things,
and no matter what you do it's still the same thing.

But it's not the world that I am changing.
I do this so this world will know

that it will not change me.

As long as one heart still holds on
Then hope is never really gone

I hear them saying you'll never change things,
and no matter what you do it's still the same thing.

But it's not the world that I am changing,
I do this so this world we know

never changes me.

What I do is so
this world will know

that it will not change me.



State of Iowa Teacher Education Licensure Standards

The School of Education must demonstrate that each student recommended for licensure meets minimal competencies
for the following ten University Teacher Education Standards
(http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-prep-resources/student-resources/university-teacher-education-standards.html):

 
The Learner and Learning

Standard #1: Learner Development. The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing that patterns of
learning and development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical areas, and
designs and implements developmentally appropriate and challenging learning experiences.

Standard #2: Learning Differences. The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and
communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet high standards.

Standard #3: Learning Environments. The teacher works with others to create environments that support individual and
collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.

Content

Standard #4: Content Knowledge. The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the
discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning experiences that make the discipline accessible and meaningful for learners
to assure mastery of the content.

Standard #5: Application of Content. The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use differing perspectives to
engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative problem solving related to authentic local and global issues.

Instructional Practices

Standard #6: Assessment. The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to engage learners in their own
growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making.

Standard #7: Planning for Instruction. The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous learning
goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge
of learners and the community context.

Standard #8: Instructional Strategies. The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage
learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in
meaningful ways.

Standard #8A: Technology. The teacher integrates current and emerging technology in instruction to encourage student
creativity, problem solving, collaboration, and digital literacy.  Teachers practice and advocate safe, legal, and responsible use
of information and technology.

Professional Responsibility

Standard #9: Professional Learning and Ethical Practice. The teacher engages in ongoing professional learning and uses
evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, particularly the effects of his/her choices and actions on others (learners,
families, other professionals, and the community), and adapts practice to meet the needs of each learner.

Standard #10: Leadership and Collaboration. The teacher seeks appropriate leadership roles and opportunities to take
responsibility for student learning, to collaborate with learners, families, colleagues, other school professionals, and community
members to ensure learner growth, and to advance the profession.

http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-prep-resources/student-resources/university-teacher-education-standards.html


Iowa Teacher Licensure Standards (Continued)

While most of the ten standards will be addressed in some manner, three will be assessed and reported to the Department of Curriculum and Instruction
using the following standards assessments and scale:

Standards Assignment for Standards Assessment Assessment Scale

Standard 1: Learner Development

Standard 8: Instructional Strategies

Research-Based Framework Paper See RBF Rubric Criteria

Acceptable B, B+, A-, or A
Marginal C, C+, or B-
Unacceptable C- or below

Standard 1: Learner Development

Standard 8: Instructional Strategies

Research-Based Framework Oral Defense See Exit Interview Rubric Criteria

Acceptable B, B+, A-, or A
Marginal C, C+, or B-
Unacceptable C- or below

Standard #7: Planning for Instruction 10-day lesson plan Acceptable B, B+, A-, or A
Marginal C, C+, or B-
Unacceptable C- or below

Students who do not perform at a marginal or acceptable level on each standard for which there is a standards assessment will be required to retake the
course. In addition, students must earn a minimum grade of “C” in a course to demonstrate minimal competencies across all the standards addressed by
the course. What this means is that a grade of “C-“ or below will require that the course be repeated.

When you receive your standards assessment feedback, you must upload it to your e-portfolio. The URL to the webpage that conveys directions on how
to upload artifacts to your e-portfolio is: http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-prep-resources/student-resources/e-portfolio-help.html

http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-preparation-resources/e-portfolio/set-up/

